The paradox
of forestry for
prosperity
A case from Bhumlu, Kavre

Background
Nepal’s wealth of forest resources has the potential
to address rural income and livelihood. In fact,
with around 45 per cent of the country’s land area
covered with forest, Nepal’s forestry sector holds
the potential to contribute to the overall national
economy. With this view, the Ministry of Forest
and Environment has time and often stressed on
attaining prosperity from forestry sector through
its utilization. The slogan ‘forestry for prosperity’
has been used as a testimony to the government’s
commitment in several programmes and events.
Yet, in practice, there has not been much effort
to optimize the harvestable timber in the forest.
Ironically, country’s dependence on imported
timber is rising every year. Statistics show that
import of timber and wooden materials has
been increasing every year in Nepal, where the
amount accounts to over six billion Nepalese
Rupees. In the fiscal year 2018/19 alone, Nepal
spent NRs 6.61 billion to import timber and
wooden products from countries as far as
United States of America, and Germany among
others. While various factors can be attributed
to the fact that timber utilization has not been
met to its potential in Nepal, unprecedented
rate of rural outmigration is one of the most
prominent factors. It can be viewed from two
angles, first, absence of labour force in rural
settings has resulted in less utilization of forest.
Second, lack of utilization of forest resources

has created frustrations among the rural people
and have thus outmigrated for opportunities.
This case from Racchma community forest of
Bhumlu area of Kavre attempts to highlight two
scenarios – one where community forest has the
potential to fulfill the resource needs in addition
to contributing to income and employment,
and the other, rural outmigration have shown
to have positive association with lack of forest
management and degeneration of the rural
landscape.

Bhumlu, Kavre
Bhumlu rural municipality of Chaubas, Kavre
is situated 30 kilometers east of Kathmandu. It
can be reached after 3 hours of ride uphill from
Dolalghat - a major settlement on the Araniko
highway, am the road that connects Kathmandu
and Tibet. The people in this area are mostly
subsistence farmers struggling to make a living
on the steep hill slopes. Many supplement their
farming by seasonal or longer-term migration
for income elsewhere. Although some residents
operate small businesses such as shops and tea/
alcohol stalls, local employment opportunities
are few. Rachhma community forest user group
is dominated by Tamangs and Newars. The forest
was handed over as community forest in 2048 BS.

Scenario 1: Community
forests can contribute to
economic development

Scenario 2: Pattern of migration
and people’s engagement in
community forest

Rachhma community forest is spread
across an area of 45.70 hectares (ha). Out
of the total area, around 43 ha is seen as
productive forest land. Estimation from
the CFUG operational plan shows that the
total annual harvestable timer in Rachhma
accounts to 17502 cft while 36 Chatta1
of firewood can be harvested annually.
With this estimated harvestable amount,
timber sale can potentially generate NRs
4.37 million annually and NRs 0.54 million
annually can be generated from firewood
sale. Besides, employment worth of NRs
2.1 million can be generated annually in
Rachhma community forest. In the fiscal
year 2073/74, a total of 12,300 cft timber
was harvested through which the user
group generated an income of NRs 3.92
million wherein employment worth NRs
1.23 million was generated in the same year.

Nepal is experiencing an incremental trend in
outmigration, especially from the hills to the
plains and beyond. While various reasons can be
attributed to why people migrate and how it has
been impacting the locality, the case of Rachhma
is a good illustration of it. At the time of its
handover, Rachhma comprised of 61 households
however now, it has come down to 47 while rest
of the population appear to have migrated to
cities and elsewhere. It appears that out of a total
population of XX, 121 male and 104 female do not
live in the locality. Most of the male members of
the households have travelled abroad for foreign
employment or are living in cities with their families,
while female have most been living in the cities
with their children. Most of them have migrated
to the cities, mainly Kathmandu and Banepa, for
education and search of employment, while others
have travelled to the middle-east and Malaysia for
foreign employment.

However, in the recent years, Rachhma
community forest is mired in its internal
governance issues. Harvesting has been
halted for a while and with the COVID-19
pandemic hitting hard on the overall
forestry sector, user groups of Rachhma
have endured due to the foregone
economic opportunity.

Among the hardest hit areas are agriculture and
forestry where in absence of people, mainly youths,
management is almost absent. Left out are elderly
who have low energy levels to engage in forestry
activities while others are not much interested
due mainly to low economic return. In addition,
restrictions imposed by the government and
regulatory hurdles and managing the harvested
timber has created a sense of frustration among
the user group members.
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1 chatta is equivalent to 500 cft

Drivers of migration
The rationale for people migrating has been
almost common across the country. Following
the armed conflict in mid-1990s until 2005, a
vast population, mainly from the hills, migrated
to cities for security reasons. Back then, armed
conflict was a primary push-factor for migration.
However, with the political stability following
the peace accord in 2006, the country is still
experiencing the phenomenon and there is not
a single factor contributing to this. The case of
Rachhma shows that there are multiple reasons
why people migrate.

One of the reasons and perhaps most
prominent across Nepal is lack of employment
opportunities. Rachhma had the potential to
generate local employment from forestry sector
alone. With merely 61 households, and now
even lesser, employment generation through
forest-based activities could perhaps retain
people from migrating. But in absence of that
opportunity, people are forced to migrate in
search of employment. This is clearly illustrated
by the opinion of the secretary of Rachhma CFUG
‘I am very enthusiastic to work for the betterment
of my village. But I have to work in Kathmandu in

order to earn for my family. We don’t have hospitals
and good schools here, so we are compelled to go’.
Tulsi Man Tamang has a house in Chaubas, but
he mostly lives in Kathmandu with his wife and
daughter and partly visits Chaubas if his role, as a
CFUG secretary, demands.

their living expenses. In most cases, girls work in
departmental stores, super markets and apparel
stores while boys work in hotels and party palace
as waiters and kitchen helpers. Young boys who
dropped out of their schools mostly work as
drivers in city areas.

Lack of infrastructure and facilities has also
been forcing people to move out of their locality.
Absence of hospitals, schools, and even basic
facilities including water supply has convinced
people to move out. There has been (re)
construction of houses following the earthquake
in 2015, however not much has been done
towards improving the other facilities. According
to Dil Laxmi Tamang, a woman in her late 50s
says, “I am a bit unhealthy and get difficulties
working on farms. So, my son has called me in
Kathmandu so that he can take me to hospital on
timely basis and also for the reason that I could
look after the house and my grand-children when
my son and daughter-in-law go to their work.”

Chandra Bahadur Tamang, a middle age man
who completed his primary level studies from
Ganesh Elementary School has a strong feeling
that if he had the opportunity, he would also
have been settled elsewhere in city area. He
narrated, ‘Who wants to stay in a place where
NRs 5000 comes in return if we spend NRs 10000
in farming crops.

Those who have still been living in Chaubas are
involved in farming including crops, vegetables in
addition to sale of milk and dairy products. Sale
of these products could contribute to additional
household income, however, lack of market
access and facilities has demotivated people in
getting involved. Instead, people have opted for
jobs in the cities to secure their income. Man
Bahadur Shrestha, a local resident of Chaubas
expressed his grief, ‘It has been 3 days my wife
passed away. My son has come back to village only
to finish the death rituals and return to Kathmandu.
He provides catering services there. My son will be
gone in few days and I will be all alone. But, my
son has promised that he will frequently visit me
and send me money time to time’. For those who
completely rely on agriculture for their livelihood,
crop raiding by wild animals has been a major
concern. Moreover, there has not been much
support from the government side either to
address this issue.
Students following the completion of their
schooling are forced to migrate to Kathmandu/
Banepa in search of better options. Moving to
cities are even more convincing due to the fact
that they can study in colleges and at the same
time opt for part time jobs, which mostly covers

Following the peace agreement, there were
an increasing number of youths flowing back
to village with an ambition to do something.
However, after the devastating earthquake
people migrating from the village drastically
increased. People went back to their villages
merely for the purpose of reconstructing their
houses.

Impacts of migration
The influx of remittance has brought about
changes in Rachhma. For those with their
relatives working abroad and have been sending
money back home, now have money to spend on
food and amenities. People have started rearing
livestock while others have initiated cash crop
farming. Likewise, though women are perceived
to have an added burden in household chores
due to the absence of their male counterpart, on
the positive note, women have had opportunities
in various ways. In absence of the male members,
women are invited to workshops, trainings,
community activities among others. Lately,

there has also been an increase in the number of
women joining cooperative groups and mother’s
group. As a result, there has been an increase in
women participation in various groups and have
also been effective in terms of serving the role of
a watchdog in the society.
In the past few years, Rachhma has experienced
an unprecedented abandonment or underutilization of agricultural land. With shortages in
labour, people have either abandoned their land
or have opted for cash crops like beans, turmeric,
ginger, and onions among others, in place of
major crops including rice and wheat. Traditional
agricultural practices have been abandoned due
to presence of active population in Rachhma
as per a 71 year old Gyani Maya Tamang ‘Few
years back, people cultivated rice, wheat, barley,
mustard in huge areas. Now, many people have
stopped cultivating them. This is because of
migration. And oldage people like me are not
capable of farming’. Not only has the farms been
abandoned, they have been heavily infested with
invasive species, thus having a negative effect on
the land productivity.
With increasing number of people moving to
the cities, there is lesser children enrollment in
the local schools. In one of the local schools in
the area, the number of students is gradually
declining. According to the headmaster of
Ganesh Elementary School, Bhumlu, ‘there were
290 students in the year 2039 BS in this school
which gradually decreased to 90-100 students
during the insurgency and now there are merely
14 students in the whole school’. Although the
fees, admission, school dress and stationaries are
all freely provided to the students, the number of
enrollment is declining. The headmaster further
added, ‘the school will be closed one day or
merged with another school if the same trend
continues’.
The impact of migration has also been evident in
the collective action in managing forest. Almost
half of the executive committee members of
Racchma CFUG live in Kathmandu and Banepa

while their stay in Chaubas is seasonal. Because
of this, regular meetings of the executive
committee and even the organizing of general
assembly has quite often been affected. Similarly,
the Chaubas-Bhumlu sawmill was revived
after a long, concerted effort and deliberation.
Unfortunately, it has closed down again where
lack of human resources among other reasons
has been attributed to the closure. People
have started relying on timber available in their
private lands instead of buying timber from the
community forests.
Bhumlu rural municipality had announced a
budget of NRs. 5,00,000 in the previous year for
utilizing it in environment conservation. However,
not a single person showed up with an interest to
utilize the money. Citing the lack of interest from
the people, the rural municipality has planned to
double the amount this year and implement in
programs.

Conclusion
Nepal has been experiencing an outstanding
number of people migrating out of the country
as well migration from rural area to cities. There
have been several cases of positive impacts
that migration has brought about, the grim side
of it is equally evident. The case of Rachhma is
testimony to how migration has been costly
to the society as well as the ecology of certain
rural setting. On the one hand, outmigration has
primarily been attributed to lack of employment
opportunities, facilities and market access, but
on the other hand, available forest resources
have not been utilized which otherwise could
have generated local employment and income.
Forestry business can significantly contribute to
local economy and reverse the migration trend.
For this, government policies and decisions
should target at ways which would facilitate
utilization and sale of timber and other forest
resources. For this, ‘forestry for prosperity’ has to
be looked within the broader context of the rural
dynamics in Nepal.
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